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PT student turns injury into inspiration 
After a severe injury to his back and the temporary loss of his legs, 




Tommy Kim was a mem­
ber of an Army special op­
eration in 2002. During the 
mission, Kim fell from a thir­
ty-foot cliff and landed on his 
back. The impact knocked 
him unconscious. 
"I don't know what hap­
pened after that. I woke up 
in a hospital in Germany, 
[I was] paralyzed from the 
waste down," Kim said. 
The doctors were unsure 
whether or not he would be 
able to walk again. 
Though the military 
trained Kim for over three 
years prior to the incident, 
nothing could have psycho­
logically prepared him for 
the results from the fall. 
Six months passed, and 
Kim regained feeling in his 
legs. After a full year of phys­
ical therapy, Kim w as walk­
ing again. 
"Once I got discharged, 
with all of the treatment and 
therapy that I got from those 
professionals, I got really in-




Effective this semester, 
students who fear they may 
not pass the Board of Re­
gents test are in for some 
extra help. But procrastina-
tors beware: you may not like 
what lies ahead. 
Since 1973, the Univer­
sity System of Georgia has 
required all graduates to 
take the Regents prior to 
45 credit hours. Professors 
usually poke and prod stu­
dents during that first se­
mester English course not to 
"wait until the last minute." 
Some students take it 
and pass it on the first try. 
Others take it, but fail. Or 
they put the test off and for­
get. Regardless of whether 
they fail or procrastinate, both 
groups have to enroll in the 
appropriate Regents' reme-
Professors, doctors, 
department heads, lend 
me your ballets 
As the faculty transitions towards a 
senate, professors debate about whether 




The Sept. 10 faculty meet­
ing in University Hall brought 
disagreement and debate 
among university professors 
over interest in creating a 
new faculty senate. 
The monthly meeting be­
gan with friendly chatter as 
instructors crowded into the 
large room to discuss new 
and old business. The group 
talked about salary survey 
commissions, new classes 
that had been created for the 
nursing program and pre­
requisite changes for certain 
courses. 
But, tempers flared when 
professors discussed chang­
ing from their current de­
mocracy to a faculty senate. 
Dispute arose about 
whether or not department 
heads should be included in 
faculty senate votes. 
Some professors pro­
posed legislation that would 
exclude department heads 
from senate votes. 
Some—like the Depart­
ment Head of Language, Lit-
terested in physical therapy 
itself," Kim said. "After some 
searching, I found a program 
here in Savannah, Ga., and 
now I am currently getting 
my doctorate in physical 
therapy here at Armstrong." 
Now Kim is part of the first 
class of the AASU Physical 
Therapy Doctorate program 
that will graduate in 2009. It 
is his second year in the pro-
KIM | Page 2 
Hartman 
Tommy Kim dem onstrates how physical therapists train 
patients to transfer from a wheelchair. 
diation course that will pre­
pare them to pass the exam. 
But now, the Board of Re­
gents is encouraging all stu­
dents to take the test during 
their first semester, instead 
of waiting until right before 
they reach 45 hours. Eventu­
ally, AASU will make this a 
requirement for all freshmen. 
"If a student has difficulty 
mastering the skills neces­
sary to pass the test it is bet­
ter to know early in their col­
lege career so intervention 
can take place in a timely 
manner," said Greg Ander­
son, Director of Academic 
Orientation and Advisement. 
So what happens if a student 
has not satisfied a Regents 
requirement prior to the 45 
hours, either by not taking 
it at all or simply failing? 
REGENTS | Page 2 
erature and Philosophy, Dr. 
David Wheeler, and the De­
partment Head of Chemistiy 
and Physics, Dr. Will Lynch— 
felt that administration-hired 
department heads' votes 
would grant administration 
too much power. 
"There are plenty of great 
faculty to serve on the sen­
ate. It [would be] a true too 
percent faculty voice with 
no questions ... whether 
thoughts are that of faculty 
or administration," Lynch 
said. 
Lynch added that the ab­
sence of department heads' 
votes would "strengthen the 
voice of the faculty." 
The History Department's 
Dr. Christopher Hendricks 
voiced his concerns that dis­
enfranchising department 
heads, who are also faculty, 
"would take away [Depart­
ment Heads'] rights, and I 
think the idea that they are 
'spies' from the administra­
tors is just silly." 
FACULTY | Page 2 
Consumer 
Advisory 
Governor Perdue warns Georgians against 
auto repair scams and mechanical parts shop 




Governor Sunny Perdue issued a consumer advisory 
Sept. 13, 2007 concerning auto repair rip-offs in the state. 
While most auto shops in town are legitimate there are a 
few bad eggs out there spoiling the reputations of others to 
make a quick dollar. In his advisory to consumers, Perdue 
and his administrator, Joseph Doyle, state that many rip-
offs can include charging for parts that are not necessary 
to tampering with others so they will need to be replaced 
or fixed. In some cases an unethical shop or mechanic may 
examine a custpmeris car only to idiscoveri that more ex­
pensive repairs are needed, even if they are not necessary. 
"I took my car to one shop and they found about two 
thousand dollars worth of problems" said student Brandy 
Belt, il chose to get a second opinion and it turned out to 
only cost a few hundred dollars to fix my car.i Belt later 
said she was glad she got a second opinion as most students 
cannot afford to fix those unnecessary problems or replace­
ment parts. 
Responses varied from several local auto shops. Some 
viewed Governor Perdueis advisory as a good thing. Oth­
ers wondered whether or not it was one more thing to cast 
doubt in consumers! minds. All agreed that there are peo­
ple out there trying to make a quick buck off unsuspecting 
customers who tarnish the industryis reputation. 
iThey put a question mark in someoneis mind,i says 
Tommy Long, owner of Pooler Tire and Auto Center, [Con­
sumers are less likely to trust those who are honest. They 
affect how we approach and deal with 
customers.! 
If someone feels they have ( 
been cheated they can report it 
to their local Better Business 
Bureau (BBB). The BBB will 
keep files of any complaints 
lodged against a particular 
AUTO |Page 2 
Tips Before 
You Choose 
• Before you choose a 
repair shop, take time 
to shop around - ask 
family or friends for 
recommendations. 
•Find out if the shop 
and its technicians meet 
licensing or registration 
requirements. Are they 
certified in special areas 
of automobile repair? 
• Never sign a blank repair 
order. Make sure the 
written repair order says 
exactly what you want 
done on your vehicle. 
• Get a written estimate 
before the shop begins 
any work. (Ge t a price 
estimate for the diagnostic 
work that will do to identify 
the problem.) 
• For costly or complicated 
repairs, try to get a second 
opinion. 
• Keep records of all repair 
work: written estimates, 
invoices, the repair 
transaction, payment 
dates and the amounts. 
Students plan to Light the Night 
Students and faculty sell bracelets and support the Light the Night Walking 
Campaign for cancer victims and fallen student 
Quatoyiah Murry 
Staff Writer 
The recent death of AASU 
student Kenny "Curls" 
Reeves rallied students and 
staff to dedicate memorials, 
hold fundraisers and even 
participate in a walking cam­
paign for Reeves and others 
like him. 
On Oct.5, 2007 the Col­
lege of Education will walk 
for the first t ime in the Light 
the Night Walk Campaign 
and dedicate their perfor­
mance to Reeves, whose life 
lay claim to leukemia. 
The walk will begin at 
Forsyth Street and continue 
to Bull S treet and end back 
at Forsyth, with each walker 
"lighting the night" by hold­
ing illuminated balloons; 
supporters will hold red bal­
loons, people with cancer will 
have white balloons and gold 
ones will represent fallen vic­
tims of the disease. 
A team comprised of the 
College of Health Professions 
and the College of Education 
will represent AASU in a race 
benefiting the Leukemia and 
Lymphoma Society. Laura 
Whitener, Director of Office 
of Field Experiences, Clini­
cal Practice and Partnerships 








Cultural Affairs, the 
Telfair Museum of Art 




Constanza Ceruti for 
a free lecture on Sept. 
30 at 3 p.m. at the 
Telfair's Jepson Center 




The National Science 
Foundation (NSF) 
awarded a $483,760 








chemistry and physics. 
AASU Professor 
Publishes Book 








"Religion in the Age of 
Shakespeare," which 
will b e available Sept. 
30. 
* 
He edited Absolutism 
and the Scientific 
Revolution, 1600-
1720: A Biographical 
Dictionary 
(Greenwood, 
2002), and his works 
have appeared 












visited Augusta State 
University's (ASU) 
Center to get design 
and funding ideas 
for a new student 
activities building for 
AASU. ASU funded 
the construction of 
their new center with 
student activities fees. 
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News 
Calendar of Events 
SEPT. 28 Latino Quiz Bowl Show at noon. For more info: Melody Rodriguez at 921-7337 or melody. rodriguez@arm 
meeting at noon in the University Dinning Room jn university Hall 15 7, 
OCT. 1 Student Government Association meeting at noon in roo m 1405, Wesley Fellowship Luncheon a 
Executive Committee at noon in Univer sity Hall 2 82 iinwship of Christian 
OCT. 2 Legal Issues for Supervisor sessions beginning 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. in Arm strong Center Ballroom A, e 
Athletes at 9:30 p.m. in Sports Center 223 iinnuium at noon in 
OCT. 3 HOLA Lunc h & Learn mo nthly meeting at noon in So lms Hall 1 08, Hudson Mathematics and Computing o 
University Hall 158, Health Sciences Student Association at noon in Solms Hall 110 
Georgia Waives Fees for Veterans 
University System of Georgia gives aid to combat veterans. 
Biotech thrives in 
Epcot's secret garden 
Wanda Goss 
Staff Writer 
The University System of 
Georgia approved a statewide 
measure waiving mandatory 
fees for active combat veter­
ans beginning Fall 2007. The 
waiver would save those who 
qualify $278 per semester. 
The goal of this initiative 
is to address the unique chal­
lenges that make it difficult 
to provide college degree 
programs to military person­
nel - a population frequently 
on the move and out of reach 
of a USG campus through 
traditional means. 
William R. Bowes of 
Kennesaw, Ga., who was 
named Vice Chancellor for 
Fiscal Affairs of the Board of 
Regents, said "Waiving these 
fees aligns with the university 
system's ongoing Customer 
Service Initiative and is the 
latest benefit we are extend­
ing in order to be of better 
service to our veterans." 
Bowes is responsible for 
managing the annual budget 
development and allocation 
process for the University 
System of Georg ia and over­
seeing the development and 
implementation of the Board 
of Regents' fiscal policies and 
procedures. 
The waiver does not apply 
to fees charged for housing, 
food services, electives or any 
other special fees. 
Armstrong's Veterans' 
Administration Coordinator, 
Kathy Durrance, has walked 
through the process with one 
student and is waiting for 
documentation from a sec­
ond student. 
"The form that documents 
a students' eligibility was 
created Friday, September, 
13," said Durrance. "I think 
it's great; anything that as­
sists veterans in coming back 
to school." 
For further information on 
veteran policies, please visit: 
http://www.usg.edu/ 
or call 404-656-2318 
Armstrong's mandatory 
Tech. fee- $47 
Recreation fee- $37 
1 V '  ;  >  . . . . . .  
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Oops, Georgia Department of 
Labor's Safety Engineering Goofs 
Many elevators on campus have incorrect certification expiration dates 
Brittney Griffith 
Staff Writer 
Step into any number of 
elevators on campus and 
you may see an inspection 
certificate with an expira­
tion date of Aug. 1, 2007. 
You'll also see that the el­
evators were inspected as 
recently as June 13, 2007. 
So why such a short time 
before expiration? 
Students, staff and fac­
ulty - not to mention the 
public - counts on the uni­
versity to make sure the 
elevators are safe. The uni­
versity counts on Plant Op­
erations. 
Hugh Justice, the Head 
of Plant Operations, agreed 
to answer questions re­
garding elevator inspection 
standards, procedures and 
why at least two elevators 
have expired inspection 
certificates. 
"Elevator inspections are 
done by the State on a rou­
tine basis," said Justice. 
Once the inspector from 
the Georgia Department 
of Labor and Safety Engi­
neering performs a routine 
hydraulics test and verifies 
that the elevator is safe, the 
inspector issues a certifi­
cate. 
"All elevators have to 
have a certificate. The state 
issues a certificate once a 
year, but in the past they 
used to check twice a year," 
Justice explained. 
Justice also outlined what 
inspectors look for to avoid a 
safety hazards. 
"[The inspector] goes in 
to make sure the elevator is 
working properly, looks at 
the top, down the pit, checks 
to make sure there is no ac­
cumulation of oil or dirt and 
trash down the pit, makes 
sure the machine is not loos­
ing oil which could create 
a fire hazard and to make 
sure the pits are kept in a 
clean and orderly manner," 
Hughes said. 
Justice also discussed the 
issues regarding the Georgia 
Department of Labor and 
Safety Engineering that are 
responsible for the "expired 
cards." When asked why 
there were elevators on cam­
pus that had expired since 
August 1, 2007 he replied 
that this was "inaccurate." 
The Georgia Department 
of Labor and Safety Engi­
neering has apparently been 
short-staffed in this area. 
"I don't know when the 
state inspector will be back 
to correct the elevator post­
ings," Justice said. 
This is supposedly not 
only a problem on cam­
pus, but also a problem in 
the Savannah area. Hugh 
states, "David [Faircloth] 
was in the court house and 
noticed the elevator was 
also expired. This is not just 
a campus event but a whole 
region." 
Bill Fitch, whose name 
appears on these "expired 
cards," inspects University 
elevators for the Georgia 
Department of Labor and 
Safety Engineering. 
"I cannot legally answer 
any questions because I 
work for the State of G eor­
gia. You will have to contact 
someone else," Fitch said. 
Hugh Justice said stu­
dents shouldn't avoid us­
ing the campus elevators 
because of the "expired 
cards." 
"If we have an elevator 
problem addressed we call 
maintenance, which spe­
cializes in elevators. I've 
never had one down for 
more than 24 to 48 hours." 
Justice said. 
He also stressed that if 
there is any doubt about 
elevator safety on campus, 
people can come to the 
Plant Operations Office and 
view the certificates. 
Scott Powers 
The Orlando Sentinel 
(MOT) 
Deep inside the laborato­
ries of Epcot's The Land pavil­
ion - beyond the world-record 
tomato tree or the Mickey 
Mouse-shaped pumpkins - a 
tiny part of on e of Walt Dis­
ney's dreams is being kept 
alive in petri dishes. 
Visitors' only brush with sci­
ence there might involve Ep­
cot's programs to grow lettuce 
in water or to shape vegetables 
like Mickey Mouse. Yet more 
complex, far-less-known, po­
tentially more practical and 
possibly controversial work 
has been going on side by side 
with those show projects for 
years. 
In some of those tiny dish­
es, within microbiology labo­
ratories walled off from the 
public, one of Epcot's primary 
missions is being cultivated 
specimen by specimen, cell by 
cell, gene by gene. 
Real, high-tech science. 
Scientists working in The 
Land labs for Disney and the 
U.S. Department of Agricul­
ture's Agriculture Research 
Service are trying to alter na­
ture's design for the pear tree 
on a molecular level. 
Funded by and operating 
as a branch laboratory for a 
research project underway at 
a federal agriculture laborato­
ry in Kearneysville, W.Va., the 
Epcot scientists want to create 
a new rootstock for pear trees 
that would stunt the growth 
of the trees, making them 
shorter and easier to grow and 
harvest, and therefore more 
productive and more com­
mercially attractive. 
And they are doing so by 
genetically altering the cells 
of pear-tree root stock speci­
mens. 
"It's more than just a show," 
said Frederick L. Petitt, Walt 
Disney World's director of 
Epcot science. "This is pretty 
long-term research." 
But unlike most Epcot re­
search _ such as projects in­
volving pest management or 
dolphin communication _ it 
risks powerful controversy. 
Genetic engineering of crops 
draws a high level of public 
suspicion and has harsh crit­
ics who deride the products as 
"Frankenfoods." 
While the pear-tree work 
should not affect the genetic 
makeup of the pears, earlier 
projects at Epcot have had the 
FACULTY | From Page 1 
The majority of the faculty 
agreed. 
Many members consid­
ered department heads more 
as peers, arguing that depart­
ment heads are also faculty. 
A standing vote took place, 
which left some content and 
some disappointed and con­
fused. 
Some of the faculty ab­
stained and later learned that 
their votes were counted with 
goal of designing better food. 
"I wouldn't think Disney 
would touch this project with 
a 10-foot Cinderella wand, but 
Disney isn't your grandfather's 
cartoon company anymore," 
said Nancy Allen, an activist 
with the Green Party. 
Her group is part of an en­
vironmental coalition cam­
paigning against the creation 
of genetically engineered trees 
_ though not specifically the 
Epcot work _ arguing that 
genetic engineering must be 
slowed so the consequences 
can be studied more carefully. 
"There just is no way to know 
what is going to happen in the 
long term, even for the grow­
ers," said Anne Petermann, 
co-director of the Global Jus­
tice Ecology Project. 
Research-project director 
Ralph Scorza of the U.S. Agri­
culture Research Service said 
he thinks such critics overlook 
the extreme care taken in the 
research _ and its potential 
benefits. That's one reason 
Epcot's labs were recruited. 
"It does give us a 
chance to talk to people about 
the whole process, and about 
the safety of it, and the over­
sight," Scorza said. 
One of Walt Dis­
ney's original plans for Epcot 
_ which didn't open until 16 
years after his death _ was that 
it would be a center of cutting-
edge science and technology. 
Walt Disney's vision was to 
build a full-fledged city, called 
the Experimental Prototype 
Community of Tomorrow, or 
EPCOT for short. 
Throughout today's 
version of Epcot, visitors are 
treated to "shows" of interest­
ing but often old and relatively 
simple technology, such as 
The Land's hydroponic gar­
dens, which allow Disney to 
grow the world's most pro­
lific tomato "tree" or to create 
Mickey Mouse-shaped vegeta­
bles. 
There is nothing sim­
ple about the pear-tree proj­
ect. 
"That laboratory in 
Epcot could just as well be 
a laboratory down the hall," 
Scorza said, talking recently by 
phone from his Kearneysville 
office." People are doing the 
work that we need them to do 
for our program. It's not made 
for show. It's real research that 
we're doing. It's very impor­
tant for the program. But also, 
we think, it has a story to tell." 
those who voted to include 
department heads. 
Abstained voter, English 
professor Jane Rago, felt 
the call was unfair, stating "I 
wanted to think about [the 
decision] before jumping 
into it." 
The vote determined that 
department heads would 
possess the right to vote in 
the senate, but some profes­
sors expect the topic to be re­
issued in next month's meet­
ing. 
LIGHT THE NIGHT | 
From Page 1 
and College of Education, 
hopes the walk will gain sup­
port and donations. 
"The walk will show 
support to families going 
through [cancer] situations,! 
Whitener explained. Whiten-
er believes a "group of people 
walking en masse will draw 
attention to the cause." 
Established in 1949, the 
recently renamed Leukemia 
and Lymphoma Society is 
a national voluntary health 
agency dedicated to curing 
leukemia, lymphoma, Hodg-
kinis disease and melanoma. 
The Society also aids in im­
proving the lives of patients 
and their families. 
They focus on patient ser­
vices, public/professional 
education, research and ad­
vocacy. Nearly one million 
volunteers have worked with 
the program. 
The walk is open to the 
public, and people are en­
couraged to register before 
the event so that they can be 
counted and get a balloon. 
Bracelets are being sold 
for $1 in Reeveis memory 
and all proceeds will be do­
nated to the Leukemia and 
Lymphoma Society. 
KIM | From Page 1 
gram and he s already ex­
cited about "getting done 
with school and treating 
some patients that were in 
[his] similar situation." 
Though he will likely 
feel the effects of the inju­
ry his entire life, Kim be­
lieves that his experiences 
will help him deal with 
patients empathetically. 
"It gives me a huge ad­
vantage, as far as when I'm 
treating patients that are 
going through a difficult 
time," Kim said. "I defi­
nitely have the perspec­
tive to let them know that 
I've been in their shoes 
before ... I can completely 
understand how they feel 
and relate to them a little 
bit better, so they have a 
little more inspiration to 
say 'if he can do it, then I 
can do it.' Then they can 
strive harder to meet the 
goals that we lay out for 
them." 
AUTO | From Page 
business. Consumers al­
ways have the right to 
check with the local BBB 
to see if any complaints 
have been filed against a 
particular shop as well. 
There are many ways 
consumers can protect 
themselves from auto re­
pair fraud. Shop around 
and compare prices/ser­
vices, get referrals from 
family or friends, and 
check to see if the shop 
endorsed by the American 
Automobile Association. 
Perdueis advisory also 
states to select a shop that 
is well organized, clean 
and whose staff is profes­
sional. Do your home­
work and ask questions 
of the mechanics working 
on your car. An informed 
consumer is the best way 
to keep them honest. Most 
importantly, trust your in-
stincts-If something does 
not seem right, it probably 
isnit. 
Gary Fowler of Savan­
nah Tire, Brake, and Align­
ment Centers stated, iGet 
a second opinion if you 
donit feel comfortable.! 
REGENTS | From Page 1 
Intervention phast 
one: he or she must enrol 
in a remediation coursi 
that will prepare hin 
or her to pass the test 
What if that same stu 
dent takes it again anc 
fails a second time' 
Intervention phase two 
he or she is directed to ai 
alternative preparatioi 
program. AASU faculty 
who specialize in eithe 
English or adult education 
are on call to provide indi 
vidual tutoring assistance 
This alternative tutorin; 
program is being offered fo 
the first time this semestei 
This means there ar 
two major changes in Re 
gents Test taking policy 
The Board of Regents i 
encouraging students t 
take the test during thei 
first semester; and student 
who fail the exam ^ 
r times will be eligibl 
°r -t°n-°ne tutorin? 
The bottom line is tha 
we want students to satisf 
their Regents reading an 
writing requirements earl 
heir academic career, 
Anderson said. 
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Editorials & 
Opinions 
Pop 20: Bleepin' relax already 
(R 
Soul-searching in Jena 
Residents of the Louisiana town must take a hard look at their racial problems. 
-
,• • •• 
>, ..U '• ' 
their hair cut at the white barbershop. The Revs. Al Sharjiton and Jesse Jackson have 
likened Jena to Selma, Ala., which became a national symbol of Jim Crow repression in 
the 1960s. 
- •• ic '• i t ' l l  
up for home. 
• 
. . J , . .  .  .  ^  
im th 





- ceremony that evening. • 
Charges against most of the "Jena 
Six" have rightfully been reduced, but 
were it not for the media attention and 
national outrage generated by the case. 
Jena residents who think all is well in 
>ir town are fooling only themselves. 
* '« ra lly should mark the' start 
of some long-overdue soul-searching 
and political housecleaning. 
| 
•lit 
This editorial was originally printed in the LA Times on Friday, Sept. 21, 2007. Permis­
sion was granted through a wire service. 
H U M O R  C OL U M N  
Correspondences 
Prof. Josef Glueber-Hass 




Very soon ago I became 
under the weathers. I did 
not know what the weathers 
were, because I have a severe 
distrust of weatherpeoples. 
But I was told by one of my 
cronies that I should go see 
doctors. 
So I went to 
a doctor that 
was called a 
Pedia-trician. I 
chose this doc­
tor because of 
the extensive 
knowledge they 
must have of 
medicines. I 
think the prefix 
of Pedia means 
the same as it 
does in ency­
clopedia, which 
means that they 
know para­
mount things, 
upon to see the doctor. She 
was a very nice woman, who 
spoke very slowly to me. But 
she enlightened to me that 
she was not appropriate for 
me because I was too large. 
I made protests, but she 
won the battle by offering an 
orange-flavored hard candy 
on a stick to me. 
After thinking very much 
about what doctors would 
help me because I am large 
Elizabeth Rusiecki 
about1 qiVV "sQpTTh6 Professor seeks treatment for an unknown illness,help my weath-
sic n unsure what kind of doctor he should go to. After I was in the 6 
waiting room for a 
very extended time and after 
reading many magazines that 
were called "Highlights"— 
though, I do not think they 
were really highlights, be­
cause I think a eight year old 
children could comprehend 
the writings—I was called 
I decided to go to a veteran 
doctor. I know that these 
veteran doctors help many 
large animals like dogs and 
horses so I learned that they 
could help my weathers too. 
I waited for more time 
in another, smellier room 
ers, please send 
me their infor­
mations so I can 
be well again. 





Merge of The Morning Call 
(Allentown, Pa.) 
(MCT) 
Come on, give me a blee­
pin' break! Did Fox TV really 
bleepin' censor Sally Field 
at the Emrnys? You know 
we've got problems when not 
even Gidget is bleepin' safe. 
In case you missed it, at last 
S u n d a y ' s  
TV Emmy 










Sisters." During her long and 
winding road of a speech, to­
wards the end she makes a 
shout out to mothers of the 
world, especially those wait­
ing for their children to return 
from war. She wraps up the 
speech by saying, "If moth­
ers ruled the world, there 
wouldn't be any goddamned 
wars in the first place." 
Of course, viewers at home 
only caught the first half of 
that sentence because Fox, 
the network that broadcast 
the awards, cut to another si­
lent shot of the awards, while 
Field dropped the GD bomb. 
A couple days later, and 
talking heads are still pos­
tulating on whether the net­
work, run by infamously 
conservative mogul Rupert 
Murdoch, censored Field 
because of the obscenity -
which could carry a steep 
fine from the Federal Com­
munications Commission 
(FCC) these days - or because 
it was a "political" statement. 
But you know what, it 
doesn't matter. When it 
comes down to it, it doesn't 
matter who's wielding the 
big black "censored" stamp 
or why, because we're the 
ones that gave it to them. 
Essentially, we sort of 
bleeped ourselves here. 
See, somewhere in the last 
few years, "bad words" really 
started to bug us. Truthfully, 
we've never allowed carte 
blanche to utter a stream of 
profanity on live TV, but I 
can't recall a time in my life 
where the bad words seemed 
to eat at our core so much. The 
FCC fines for swearing were 
definitely kicked up a notch 
under former chairman Mi­
chael Powell, but 
we were the ones 
who helped shep­
herd the fines 
through with our 




the outrage came 
loaded with a 
"won't someone 
think of t he chil­
dren" argument, but then the 
idea of potty mouth expanded 
to include anything vaguely 
anti-religion or tinged with 
politics. This has become es­
pecially noticeable at awards 
galas where the bleep and 
time delay have earned life­
time achievement awards. 
Now, I'm throwing around 
the collective "we" a lot right 
now, but I want to clarify 
that I actually love to swear, 
as do most adults I know. 
Yes, when used too fre­
quently, the constant rep­
etition of a swear word can 
make you look somewhat vo-
cab-challenged, but it's pret­
ty bleeping wicked we have 
manmade words at our dis­
posal that remain so potent 
that we refer to them as "pro­
fane;" as an affront to God. 
Yet they are Man's words— 
I want to 
clarify that I 
actually love 
to swear, 
as do most 
adults I know. 
dirty ones can help to con­
vey something important 
like frustration or anger— 
albeit colorfully and often 
using a scatological detour. 
But when I stub my toe 
and shout out some of my 
faves, it's not so much the 
sound those random strings 
of letters makes that mat­
ters, but the power of them 
that counts. The same goes 
for the word "bleep." It is 
supposed to be an innocu­
ous word used to clean up 
language, but did you miss 
the meaning each time 
I used it in this column? 
Now, al­
though I would 
bet Oscar the 
Grouch would 
sound awesome 
if he popped 
out of that trash 
can and let 




ing it's a good 
idea for him to be teaching 
kids about the versatility of 
the letter "F." But there are 
plenty of grown-up words, 
that aren't considered ob­
scene, that kids shouldn't 
have to be bothered with. 
But maybe it's time for 
us adults to relax a little bit 
and not be so appalled by 
the words we choose to be 
"dirty." 
Let's let the words, all 
of them, do their job and 
maybe then we can pay 
more attention to what's 
being conveyed. Let's take 
back that censor stamp we 
gladly handed over, and 
open up the conversation 
to a little more passion. 
After all, I think we can 
handle it if t he Flying Nun 
of all people uses a couple 
to convey frustration over 
and like the best words, the war. 
VOX POPULI 
Prof. Josef Glueber-Hass looks like a little person. He has a long torso 
and little le gs. 
Mike the humor column with the Borat impression much more than the 
beauty brigade. 
for waiting and then got 
my weights taken. I was of 
premium weights, and this 
made the doctor ask me why 
I was on the scale and why I 
did not have my pet with me. 
I do not know the American 
concept of "pet." The only 
livestock I keep with me that 
I do not later consume for 
food is my wife. 
Anyways, I told the doc­
tors that I was the one under 
weathers, and 
he said that I 
was beginning 
to cause him 
distress. So I 
left the veteran 
doctor without 
medicines, but 
I did get some 
bits of kibbles 
and pup-pero-
nis, which re­




knows where I 
can go to doc­
tors that will 
the blind rooster wasn't making any friends at the barn 
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Calendar of Events 
Sept. 28 Volleyball at Francis Marion 7-9 pm 
Sept. 29 Volleyball at UNC Pembroke 3-5 p.m., 3:30pm-5:30pm AASU Soccer vs. GCSU 
Oct. 1 Men's Golf at AFLAC/Cougar Invitational, Women's Golf at Flagler College Slam 
Oct. 2 Men's Golf at AFLAC/Cougar Invitational, Women's Golf at Flagler College Slam 
Oct. 3 AASU Soccer at Columbus State 7-9 pm 
Soccer: 7-0, Pirates blow off Hurricanes 
Shana Neves records hat-trick 
Francisco Resto 
Staff Writer 
• AASU continues to dominate at home with a 7-0 victory over Georgia Southwest­
ern State. Despite rain, humidity and poor field conditions, the Pirates remained sharp 
throughout the match. 
All-America player Kristin Burton slotted the opening goal in the 8th minute on a 
breakaway run. Freshman Schaaf netted the double in the 18th, heading home a corner 
kick delivered by Burton. Burton contributed again by unleashing Neves in the 26th for 
a comfortable 3-0 lead. In a strange turn of events, Georgia Southwestern coach Barry 
Kaplan was ejected from the field just before half time for inappropriate language and 
conduct. 
The second half was the same tune as defender Jennifer Brian found net, along with 
two by Neves to complete a hat-trick and another by Burton for a total seven goals. 
Freshman keeper Tracey Mitchell also recorded a shut-out dealing with the Hurricanes' 
five shots in the match. 
"Just coming back from a tie in our away game, we really just needed to improve our 
game so this is really good for our confidence," said Shana Neves. 
The Pirates now prepare to take on GCSU in their next home game. 
#18 Jamie Craine keeps her eyes and foot on the ball. 
Quatoyiah Murry 
Women's Golf Team Finish 
Fourth in Second Outing 
Jamison Dowd 
Staff Writer 
The Lady Pirates traveled 
to New London, N.C. for the 
Pfeiffer Lady Falcon Invita­
tional on September 17 and 
18. 
The team got off t o a de­
cent start with senior Kris-
ten Graham firing an 83 to 
place tenth in the individual 
standings. Senior Katherine 
Hooks finished one stroke 
behind Graham with an 84. 
The team's overall score 
of 344 would put them in 
fourth—behind host Pfeiffer, 
Wingate and Newberry. 
Hooks would go on to 
shoot the low round of the 
tournament for the Pirates. 
Her second day score of 79 
would put her tied for 8th 
overall. 
Freshman Kristen Jelinek 
improved by eight strokes on 
the 18th to post an 82 and tie 
for 19th place. 
Despite solid scoring from 
the Pirates, the top four teams 
would stay in their overall 
positions from the first day 
of the tournament. 
AASU finished with a final 
score of 682, behind Newber­
ry (670), Wingate (669), and 
champions Pfeiffer (647). 
The Lady Pirates will tee it 
up again on October 1 and 2 
in St. Augustine, F.L. for the 
Flagler College Slam. 
College Soccer: No. 11 
AASU 1, UNC Pembroke 1 
Katie Corbitt 
Armstrong Cheerleaders Come Together for a New Year 
AASU Sports Communications 
On Wednesday, Septem­
ber 19, Freshman Alyssa An­
derson drove home a corner 
kick from Kristin Burton in 
the 76th minute to give the 
No. 11-ranked Armstrong At­
lantic women's soccer squad 
a hard-fought 1-1 tie at UNC 
Pembroke on Wednesday 
evening in Pembroke, N.C. 
The Pirates (4-1-1, 1-0-1 
PBC) fell behind the Braves 
(5-1-1, 0-1-1 PBC) in the 69th 
minute when Lefke Boysen 
delivered her fifth goal of the 
season off of a free kick from 
Jamie Clarke. Less than sev­
en minutes later, the Pirates 
got the equalizer from An­
derson, her first goal of the 
season, and regulation ended 
with the teams tied at l-all. 
In overtime, the Pirates 
had chances with three cor­
ner kicks and UNC Pembroke 
goalkeeper Whitney Beverly 
had to make three saves, 
including one off of a shot 
from Burton in the 108th 
minute. The match ended 
with the shots even at 11 and 
there were a combined 39 
fouls called between the two 
teams. It is only AASU's sec­
ond-ever tie, the first coming 
in the PBC Championship 





tryouts were held Saturday 
September 15 from 9-12 and 
Sunday September 16 from 
1-5. Each girl was required 
to learn a chant, cheer, and 
dance. There was a also had 
a stunt section of tryouts to 
see each girls ability to build 
stunts, and jumps were also 
taken into consideration. The 
girls were judged throughout 
the day on Saturday based 
on their ability and their at­
titude, for example, how well 
they responded to construc­
tive critizism and if they were 
able to fix what needed to be 
fixed like motions, or correct 
form for stunts. 
"Our job is to perform and 
entertain the crowd, if girls 
can't smile or perform the 
material in a fun or entertain­
ing way, it hurt their chances 
of making the squad", said 
Kathryn Palmer. 
19 girls that tried out , 
five were cut Saturday, and 
14 were asked to come back 
Sun for a final tryout. Seven 
girls are returning from last 
year, seven new girls made 
the squad and the possibil­
ity of four new boys. Practice 
will begin within the next few 
weeks. 
Tournaments and compe­
titions won't take place until 
next semester. This semes­
ter the cheerleaders will be 
working on learning cheers, 
new stunts, and learning 
to work together as a new 
squad. The squad will be do­
ing a routine for AASU Day. 
""I am really excited for 
this up coming season. The 
girls this weekendall show­
cased positive attitudes and 
worked really hard to earn a 
spot on our squad. With six 
returning veterans and eight 
enthusiastic new members, 
Armstrong's Cheerleading 
program is truly growing 
and headed in the right di­
rection. Although it is going 
to take hard work and disci­
pline to repeat the outstand­
ing season we had last year, 
a BACK TO BAC K National 
championship is definite­
ly attainable!" saidTierra 
Smith AASU cheerleading 
captain. 
Katie Corbitt 
ABOVE: The catching 
routine goes smoothly. 
ABOVE RIGHT:Chassity 
Clark balances with ease. 
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AASU ANNUAL SPADES Tournament 
Friday, September 28, 2007 
University Dining Room 
6 PM 
Sign up by September 27, 2007 
Trophies and Monetary Prizes 
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Pirates score first win 




M e e t i n g s  b e g i n  i n  O c t o b e r .  
BC-SPORTSTRTV1A: 
MCT Weekly sports trivia quiz - Barry Bonds and Hot Topics 
McClatchy-Tribune News Service 
(MCT) 
QUESTIONS: 
1.) How many home runs did Barry Bonds hit during his 
first season in the majors (1986)? 
2.) True or False: Baseball commissioner Bud Selig at­
tended the game when Barry Bonds hit his 755th home 
run. 
3.) Barry Bonds hit an all-time major league high of 73 
home runs in 2001. What is his next highest home run 
total for a single season? 
4.) Barry Bonds has won seven MVP awards. How many 
times has he won the Hank Aaron Award, given since 
1999 to the best hitter in each league? 
5.) Which pitcher gave up Barry Bonds' 755th home run 
to tie Hank Aaron on the all-time l ist? 
Francisco Resto 
Staff Writer 
The Lady Pirates snatched their first PBC victory this sea­
son in a home game against Lander. Colorado native Gwen 
Clarke was sensational for AASU with a record-breaking per­
formance. 
AASU started off in lackluster fashion, succumbing to their 
rivals in the opening game. With the entrance of Gwen Clarke, 
however, things began to turn around. The sophomore was 
unstoppable with eight kills in game two and a career high 19 
kills overall. German-born Antje Reuleke also contributed to 
the offense with 16 kills. The final scores were: 16-30, 30-23, 
30-26, 30-28. 
The next home game for the Lady Pirates is on Saturday, 
Oct. 6 against USC Aiken at 7 p.m. 
Josh Rape 
The Pirate Crazies erupt in cheers as 
AASU takes the lead. 
Volleyball team competes in Anderson Regional Crossover 
Lady Pirates wins two of the three" matches inTthe two-day competition, bringing the 
team's overall performance up for the season 
Breanne Lane 
Staff Writer 
On Sept. 22-23, the Lady 
Pirates volleyball squad 
competed in the Anderson 
Regional Crossover. They 
competed against Barton and 
North Greenville on Sept. 22, 
and against Anderson on 
Sept. 23. 
The Pirates' first match 
was against the Barton Bull­
dogs, which they won 30-26, 
30-18, 30-19. The key play­
ers of this match were Gwen 
Clarke with 12 kills, Allyson 
Ray with 10 kills, Kara Jerden 
with 22 assists and Brendyce 
Budd with 20 digs. 
The Pirates' second match 
was against the North Green­
ville Crusaders, which they 
had an 30-14, 30-11, 30-
13 win. During the match, 
Ray had 10 kills, Hannah 
Segebart had 20 assists and 
Jerden had 19 digs. Their 
plays helped the Pirates to 
their second victory in the 
crossover. 
The Pirates' third and final 
match was against the An­
derson Trojans. The match 
was close, and the Trojans 
came away victorious. The 
final score was 30-27, 30-
22, 27-30, 24-30,15-10. Ray 
with 20 kills, Jerden with 32 
assists and Nicole Yates with 
54 digs led the Pirates. 
The Pirates will compete 
again on Sept. 28 against the 
Francis Marion Patriots. 
Georgia Bulldogs defeat Alabama Crimson 




TUSCALOOSA, Ala. _ 
There was another dramatic 
fourth-quarter comeback, 
but no win for Alabama on 
Saturday, Sept. 22. 
It was 22nd-ranked Geor­
gia winning on a dramatic 
last-second pass this time, 
with Matthew Stafford and 
Mikey Henderson connect­
ing on the Bulldogs' first play 
in overtime to hand the 16th-
ranked Crimson Tide a 26-23 
defeat and Nick Saban his 
first loss at the Capstone. 
After coming back from 
a 10-point fourth-quarter 
deficit and taking a 23-20 
lead on its first possession of 
overtime, the Tide's first lead 
lasted all of one play. 
Stafford floated a 25-yard 
pass to the corner of the 
end zone, where Henderson 
pulled it down over Lionel 
Mitchell in front of Alabama's 
student section before being 
mauled by teammates and 
drenched by angry students 
throwing their drinks on the 
victors. 
It ruined what was set­
ting up to be another fourth-
quarter win for Saban's club 
_ something the Tide never 
used to do under Mike Shu-
la. 
The Tide blew two 21-
point leads last week against 
Arkansas before winning 
41-38 on a 4-yard pass from 
John Parker Wilson to Matt 
Caddell with 8 seconds to 
play. 
The Tide came back from 
a 20-10 deficit with 12:23 re­
maining Saturday, with Wil­
son marching the team 88 
yards and scrambling for the 
game-tying touchdown with 
1:09 left in regulation and a 
packed house at Bryant-Den­
ny Stadium going wild. 
That came minutes after 
Leigh Tiffin had cut Georgia's 
lead to 20-13 with a 22-yard 
field goal. 
Stafford drove the Bull­
dogs back into Alabama ter­
ritory, setting up a 47-yard 
Brandon Coutu field-goal try 
that sailed wide-left and sent 
the game to overtime. 
Brandon Coutu's 47-yard 
field goal with just more 
than 12 minutes remaining 
gave Georgia the 10-point 
lead it would later squan­
der, although it seemed the 
Bulldogs had the game well 
in hand at the time. Geor­
gia had held Wilson to 91 
passing yards through three 
quarters before he developed 
a hot hand in the fourth. 
Wilson completed 4 of 8 
passes in the final period for 
92 yards, the biggest comple­
tion a 43-yard bomb to Keith 
Brown that helped push the 
Tide onto the game-tying 
touchdown. 
Alabama's xo-point run 
in the last quarter answered 
Georgia's 10 straight points 
between the third and early 
fourth quarters. 
Rashad Johnson's inter­
ception and 29-yard return 
to Georgia's 37 set up Ala­
bama's first touchdown of 
the night. 
Terry Grant ran two 
straight plays, with his 30-
yard burst to Georgia's 
l-yard line setting up a Wil­
son plunge that made it 10-
10 early in the third quarter. 
But just as quickly as the 
Tide had finally tied the score 
and the home crowd was 
rocking, Georgia answered 
with an extended touchdown 
drive. 
Georgia drove 63 yards 
- the big play coming on a 
33-yard completion from 
Stafford to Sean Bailey - and 
took a 17-10 lead with Know-
shon Moreno's 6-yard touch­
down run. 
Grant finished with 80 
yards on 11 carries and Cof­
fee had 62 yards on 16 totes. 
Georgia's offense clicked 
right out of the gate, moving 
70 yards on its first drive to 
score the game's first touch­
down. 
Stafford converted three 
third-down passes, the last 
of which went for a 10-yard 
score to Thomas Brown. 
Brown and Moreno tied 
for the team rushing lead 
with 74 yards apiece. Brown 
carried 20 times and Moreno 
17-
Stafford finished 19-for-
35 for 224 yards, two touch­
downs and two intercep­
tions. 
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* Sept. 28- "The Ten," starring Jessica Alba, Winona Ryder, Rob Corrdry, more. Last film in Savannah Film Society's festival. $8 per person. 
-4— Where: SCAD's Lucas Theatre, 32 Abercorn St. When: 8 p.m.Contact: 912-525-5050 
I Xf Sept.29- "Bowling for Boobs". $35 per person. Two games of bowling, shoes, and T-shirt included in price! Proceeds benefit LibLines, 
Ji JBL.JL. IkJ Inc., a non-profit organization supporting breast cancer research.Where: AMF Bowling Alle y on 115 Tibet Ave. When: 11:30 a.m. 
T7,__ -rvi on 4- Sept. 29- Memory Walk Savannah 2007. Free admission. Take steps to end Alzheimer's disease with your community. 
l!iil ICF Vcl J.F 1. J[Xi V̂ Ll. I, Where: Walk b egins at Johnson Square in hi storic downtown SavannahWhen: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Contact: Register or sponsor a participant at www.memorywalksavannah.kintera.org 
George Foreman 
Knocks'em dead 
Celebrity boxer speaks and helps raise money 
at the Boys & Girls Club Annual Dinner 
Francisco Resto 
Staff Writer 
Around a circus of lo­
cal media, two-time heavy 
weight champion of the 
world George Foreman ap­
peared at Frank Callen Boys 
& Girls Club on Charleton 
Street Thursday, Sept. 30. 
The affable celebrity was 
all smiles as he encouraged 
the Boys & Girls Club chil­
dren to aim high and pursue 
their dreams. 
Known nowadays more 
for his grill commercials than 
his prolific boxing career, 
Foreman has become one of 
the most recognizable sports 
figures of his generation. 
Despite his uncanny suc­
cess as a celebrity, he still 
finds time to contribute to 
the community by motivat­
ing children at the Boys & 
Girls Club. 
"Can you imagine this is 
one of the oldest clubs here 
with 91 yrs. So this place 
has been dedicated to young 
people and now with the 
work springing off to bring 
more, the city grows and the 
kids grow too" Foreman said 
about the effect the club has 
had on Savannah. 
The club has 
played an impor­
tant role in keeping 
kids off the street 
by supplying them 
with healthy meals 
and activities, 
while also motivat­
ing the children to 
be successful and 
capable adults. 
"We have a suc­
cess story every­
day. Kids come in 
and tell us that if 
weren't for the club 
their lives wouldn't 
be the same." said 
the director of the 
Boys & G irls Club 
Vincent Damante 
about the vital 
function the orga­
nization plays in 
Savannah. 
The arrival of the famous 
athlete generated a huge buzz 
around town, but the event 
also included American Idol 
MCT 
finalist Stephanie Edwards 
who sang a spirited version 
of the national anthem and 
spent much of her time 
signing autographs for the 
children. 
"I enjoy doing this for 
the kids" said the Savan­
nah-born musician. 
Undoubtedly though, 
Foreman was the main at­
traction and the children 
laughed but listened to 
Foreman as he recounted 
his trials and adversities 
and eventual success. 
Foreman, with his im­
posing figure and glowing 
demeanor, seemed to have 
struck a chord with the 
children and says he would 
love to return to Savan­
nah. 
"I love it there's a lot of 
history to the place, and 
I'm thinking about looking 
for a place to stay." 
Proceeds from the Frank 
Callen Boys & Girls Club 
Annual Dinner go to help 
the many at-risk youth in 
the local area. 
The club currently serves 
more than 800 young peo­
ple with club membership 
fees at $10 a year. 
There are three locations 
in the surrounding areas: 
510 E. Charlton Street and 
624 w. Gwinnett Street 
in Savannah and 185 Ball 
Park Road in Richmond 
Hill. 
For more information 
on Frank Callen Boys & 
Girls Club, visit www.bgc-
savannah.org. 
Aicvie Ceview 
Mysterious stranger graces 
Lucas Theatre 




It was just another Satur­
day night at the Lucas The­
atre, and the parking was 
worse than ever. Later, I 
figured out why: the Savan­
nah Film Society is kicking 
off its four-night event with 
the appearance of a curious 
and popular stranger. The 
itranger, of course, is the 
novie itself: "Angel-A." 
"Angel-A," with its some-
vhat misleading title, is a 
elatively unknown film. It 
vas first made and shown 
n France in 2005. iAngel-Al 
nade the jump to the Unit-
id States after coming out 
)n DVD. It has no English 
'oice-overs, so be prepared 
or subtitles. Despite this, 
>r b ecause of it, nearly half 
)f the theatreis myriad seats 
prickly filled. 
Luc Besson, known for his 
vork on many films, wrote 
ind directed LAngel-A.i His 
;xperience shows in the film, 
fhe movie tells an excellent 
;tory that is inspiring and 
rften cleverly comical while 
managing to maintain a dark 
;dge of mystery and sus-
jense. 
Andre, an American and 
the protagonist, is a lonely 
ex-con living in the streets 
of Paris. He owes a massive 
debt to several powerful peo­
ple and when he finally runs 
out of time he prepares to 
make his ultimate move, on 
a bridge, above a swift river. 
All is not lost. He manages to 
remake a life gone awry. 
By the end of the mov­
ie, the viewer may believe 
the impossible or see that 
commonly overworked 
themeoloveoin a new light. 
The Savannah Film So­
ciety chose to commence its 
gauntlet of top-notch films 
courtesy this divided state 
with a particularly moving 
choice. Even with an eight-
dollar price tag, the ticket 
was well worth the cash to see 
this small jewel of a movie. 
Lucas Theatre is show­
ing three other movies this 
month, including iFunny 
Face,i starring Audrey Hep­
burn on Sept. 23, and iThe 
Ten,i starring Winona Ryder, 
on Sept. 24. 
All movies start at 7 p.m. 
If the first is any indication 
of what the rest of these cin­
ematic offerings will be like, 
I recommend seeing the oth­
ers. 
french.imdb.com 
Return to the West: "3:10toYuma" 
Erin Legette 
Staff Writer 
Clint Eastwood will most 
likely be the most famous 
cowboy-actor remembered; 
his fourteenth film "Unfor-
given" (1992) was the only 
Western to ever win the "Best 
Picture" Academy Award be­
sides "Dances With Wolves" 
(which won in 1990). Ever 
since the early nineties, 
the Western has dwindled 
steadily out of the cinema. 
Many viewers have become 
bored with modern Wwest-
erns' cliched gun-slinging 
action, stereotypical stories 
and forgettable characters. 
But "3:10 to Yuma" is not 
your stereotypical Western. 
While a remake of the 1957 
original, "3:10 to Yuma" is a 
remake worth the price of an 
admission—even if only for 
the stellar performances of 
Russell Crowe and Christian 
Bale. These two method ac­
tors become their characters 
so completely that you won't 
be able to take your eyes off 
the screen. The fast-paced 
action from the very start of 
the film doesn't hurt either. 
Set in the late 1800's in Ari­
zona, Daniel Evans (Bale) is 
struggling to keep his family 
and farm afloat during a se­
vere drought while a greedy 
landlord tries to destroy his 
home. Meanwhile, the out­
law Ben Wade (Crowe) and 
his gang of ruthless murder­
ers are terrorizing the South­
ern Railroad. Evans becomes 
part of the group that escorts 
Wade to the 3:10 train to 
Yuma prison—the job pays 
well so Evans is more than 
willing to take it. However, 
dangers along the way (not to 
mention Wade's gang tailing 
them) make this job anything 
but easy, but great to watch. 
James Mangold—"Walk 
the Line," (2005)—has 
achieved something few di­
rectors of remakes are able 
to: he makes it better than 
the original. Many critics 
agree. The writing is smart 
and has humor and emotion 
along with action. A common 
flaw in action films is lack of 
depth in plot and characters. 
This movie has depth in the 
characters and story, while 
slowly revealing the layers 
to the main characters in the 
right places. "3:10 to Yuma" 
is a movie in which you'll 
actually like the murderous 
bad guy; that's good charac­
terization, people—there's an 
antihero for you. 
There isn't one perfor­
mance in this film that isn't 
good or better. The directing 
is efficient and sharp. The 
costumes, makeup, sets and 
dialogue are authentic as can 
be, all the way down to the 
unwashed hair and yellowed 
teeth. The gun fights are truly 
impressive and original. 
Bottom line: Full of life 
and action, "3:10 to Yuma" 
is a remake that is rare: it's 
actually good, if not better, 
than the original. The West 
has never looked better. 
Five stars (of 5) 
www.moviesonline.ca 
"Resident Evil 3: Extinction" 
Jacqueline Lawrence 
Staff Writer 
Zombie films are making 
a comeback in a big way, so I 
guess it's no surprise we have 
already arrived at the third 
installment to the "Resident 
Evil" franchise, this one ti­
tled "Extinction". Do I sense 
foreshadowing in that title? 
If the worldwide sales gross 
matches that of the previ­
ous two, probably not. And 
with all the loose ends left 
at the close of "Extinction," 
it seems like it won't be long 
now until we're dealing with 
a full-blown tetralogy. 
The plot picks up a few 
years after "Apocalypse." The 
T-virus has spread globally, 
and the world has become a 
barren wasteland. The Um­
brella Corporation—who 
manufactured and acciden­
tally spread the deadly vi­
rus—is doing research to find 
a cure using clones of Alice 
(Milla Jovovich), who is im­
mune. The real Alice is roam­
ing the Nevada desert alone, 
on the run from Umbrella. 
Meanwhile, a caravan led by 
Claire (Ali Larter) is on the 
move not too far from Alice. 
Eventually, they meet up and 
decide to venture to a poten­
tial safe haven in Alaska and 
Alice has a showdown with 
the evil doctor of Umbrella 
Corp. 
There are a few great battle 
sequences, and I can always 
appreciate some good zombie 
action. That being said, this 
film falls victim to every ma­
jor faux pas in zombie genre 
history. It turns me into one 
of "those" people. You k now 
the ones, "Oh, are you kid­
ding me? Hundreds and hun­
dreds of zombies can't knock 
down a chain link fence, but 
two can tear apart a wind­
shield in ten seconds flat?!" 
I hate myself for saying it, 
but honestly, for the last ves­
tiges of humankind—we're 
talking the survivors of the 
human race, here—these are 
some pretty stupid people. 
In the zombie apocalypse, 
there should be some general 
ground rules. For instance, 
after any encounter with a 
zombie, all who came into 
direct contact get checked for 
bites. No exceptions. I can't 
help but wonder how these 
people survived this long. 
I'll give the film credit, 
though. It did touch on the 
gas shortage issue. Not very 
realistically, but I suppose 
that is to be expected. There 
is a lot of killing and a lot of 
undead head bashing, too, 
which is always a plus. Over­
all, it's good mindless enter­
tainment. Wow, a brainless 
zombie flick. Who would 
have thought? 
2 V2 stars (of five) 
Rated R for strong hor­
ror violence throughout and 
some nudity. 
95 minutes 
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Mafia knows best 
Corleone s Trattoria makes good 
on their promise 
Katie Staley 
Staff Writer 
We 11 ma ke you a meal 
you can t refuse," quotes 
Italian restaurant Corle­
one s Trattoria, just when 
you thought "The Sopranos" 
was over. Corleone's proudly 
displays this slogan on its 
windows. The restaurant is 
located at the corner of Mar­
tin Luther King Blvd. and 
Broughton St. in downtown 
Savannah. 
In Italy, a trattoria is a 
small restaurant boasting 
great food, casual dining and 
good prices. Corleone's has 
a relaxed atmosphere with 
tables indoors and out. The 
Italian-style restaurant is 
decorated in a representative 
fashion with dim lighting 
and plants. Red, black and 
white dominate the decor. 
Brick, dark wood and sconc­
es are reminiscent of things 
you d find in Italy. Also, wine 
bottles are used decoratively 
around the restaurant. 
The menu is full of pas­
ta, tomatoes and meat, just 
as any good Italian menu 
should be. For appetizers, 
Corleone's offers bruschetta, 
mussels, calamari, shrimp 
and antipasta. One can also 
enjoy a soup of the day-
including lobster bisque and 
pesto potato soup. 
<ersevier£"< 
Corleone's is open for both 
lunch and dinner. During the 
day, sandwiches and smaller 
portions of dinner meals are 
popular. For dinner, there are 
many pasta dishes including 
chicken ziti alfredo, muscles 
linguini and penne broccoli. 
There are also baked casse­
roles such as stuffed shells, 
baked manicotti, spaghetti, 
lasagna and meat tortellini. 
All dinners are huge por­
tions that are hearty and fill­
ing, and they are served with 
homemade garlic bread. To 
compliment these delicious 
meals are Italian liquors and 
beers, martinis and of course, 
wine. 
As a tratorria, Corleone's 
prices are modest and the 
atmosphere is casual. Dinner 
costs about $io-$20 a person 
(not including liquor), but 
you are guaranteed to leave 
with a full belly and a smile 
on your face with the restau­
rant's promise to "make you 
a meal you can't refuse." 
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Love at 
first sight 
What to wear when there's 
nothing to wear 
Katie Nichols 
Staff Writer 
Girls, have you ever 
found yourselves in a fash­
ion-induced frenzy with a 
whole closet full of nothing 
to wear? 
I know we all have, but 
a smart girl can fight back 
and regain closet control 
with a few simple rules of 
thumb and, when all else 
fails, a trusty fallback item: 
your little black dress. 
First, if you're planning 
a formal evening ahead 
of time, it never hurts 
do decide ahead of 
time what you're go­
ing to be wearing. This 
will help you to avoid 
last-minute panic. If 
you're going to panic, 
do it early when 
there's still time 
to shop. And if 
you've got the 
time, why 
not try on a 
few outfits at 
your leisure? 
Every girl has the 
potential to look 
gorgeous, but some of 
us need to dig through 
our closets a little longer 
than others. 
Second, you've heard it 
before, but here it is again: 
the basic black dress is a 
girl's best friend. With 
this trusty item in her 
closet, a girl is free to 
pick and choose shoes 
and accessories to fit 
any occasion. 
To wear a black 
dress to a formal 
event, remem­
ber to wear 
illustration by 
Gabi Hague 
closed-toe shoes, but don't 
be afraid to channel your 
creativity into accessories. 
If your dress is understated, 
pick some big, tasteful piec­
es that will really stand out. 
For evening, gold is more 
formal than silver and looks 
stunning. If you really want 
to shine, don't be afraid of 
gemstones! 
Your same black dress can 
be worn to class or 
to a casual lunch 
with just a few 
simple acces­
sory changes. 
Pair it with 
your favorite 
flip-flops and a 
denim jacket or but-
ton-front cardigan 
for a polished but 
not-too-primped 
look. 
So girls, feel 
free to branch 
out. By all means, 
take fashion 
risks. Follow 





and your basic 
favorite. Always 
have a great black 
dress in your 
fashion arsenal. 
When you've got 
nothing to wear, 
wear it. It'll never 
let you down. 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 More liberated 
6 Held tightly 
11 Cot or crib 




17 More aloof 
1 8 salts 
19 Little bite 
20 Memphis man 
22 Stock optimist 
23 Too particular 
2 4 Lee Curtis 






35 Lease figure 
36 Fire remains 
37 Cry like a kitten 
41 Le Champs 
43 African plant 
44 Strainers 
47 Grunted like a 
hog 
49 Meara and 
Murray 
50 Upright 
53 Folksy Joan 
54 Collapses in 
tfears 
59 Goof up 
60 Humorous 
remarks 
61 Composer Blake 
62 Word with prayer 
or throw 
63 Napoleon Solo's 
org. 
64 Trotsky and Uris 






1 Flutter about 
2 Humanity 
grouping 
3 Actress Moran 
4 Uniform 
5 Make more 
refined 
6 Kasparov's game 
14 
TT 
2 0 *  
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7 Runs easily 
8 Retract 
9 Light gas 
10 Phys. ed. room 
11 Anesthetize 




21 A month of 
22 Actress Justine 
24 Clash 
25 Cake of soap 
26 Be overdrawn 
27 Actor Cariou 
28 "St. Elmo's Fire" 
star 
29 Footstool 




34 Bruce or Spike 
38 Rockies grazer 
39 Misfortune 
40 Showed the way 
42 Guitarist Paul 
44 Cavalry swords 
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50 Writer Jong 
51 Answer 
52 Slackens 
54 Sailor's bed 
55 Affair of honor 
56 Orchestral reed 
57 Chianti or 
Burgundy 
58 Hatching place 
60 Status 
1 
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Classifieds 
For Rent 
Two rooms for rent in private 
home, $400.00/month for each 
room, share a bath, utilities 
& Internet included. Fifteen 
minutes from Armstrong 
912.661.3791 
Miscellaneous I Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Sale- 2 bedroom 1 bath 
condo on southside. Just 
$87,900. Totally updated, must 
see! 245 Holland Drive, #2.24 
hour info call 1.800.311.9525 
ext 12 
For Sale or Rent- New, spacious 
3BR,2.5BAtownhomeat 
400 Tibet Ave. $1,000/mo. or 






For Sale-128 Davidson Ave Off 
White Bluff. Updated 3bed/2 
bath, great room w/ fireplace. 
Private back yard with pool. 
$129,000. 
For Sale or Rent- 64 Knollwood 
Cr. Large 1 bed & 11/2 bath 
condo on SS. All appliances 
including W/D. Quiet 
community w/ Pool. $84,900 or 
$675/month + deposit. 
LG32"TV with HDTV, surround 
sound, brand new just out of 
box, too large for our armoire, 
was $1500 new, asking $750, 
entertainment center also for 
sale. Effingham/Springfield 
912-659-8950 leave message 
Entertainment Center - fits up 
to 36"TV, 60"high X 60"wide X 
22"deep, med. Oak color, glass 
door with 4 adj. shelves on side, 
open stereo or game equip­
ment storage, 2 closed storage 
shelves and 1 storage drawer on 
bottom, like new, asking $150, 
TV also for sale, Effingham/ 
Springfield 912-659-8950 
leave message 
1999 Ford F-250 Triton V8XLT 4 
door extendacab - tow package, 
bedliner, seats 6 with center 
fold down console, cruise, tilt, 
power steering, seats, windows, 
and locks, A/C, auto., am/fm 
cass. Radio, keyless entry, tan 
exterior with tan upholstery, no 
tears or stains, good tires, tinted 
windows, Excellent condition! 
small ding on tailgate $7500 
obo, Effingham/Springfield 
912-659-8950 leave message 
PAGEANT dress for sale Gor­
geous detail, toddler size 3-5, 
$89.00, Effingham 9 12-659-
8950 leave message. 
Savannah Sti ngers PIHA (pro 
fessional in- line ho ckey as so 
ciation) st ill has a few position 
open for Pro a nd Minor tea ms 
All AASU in- line ho ckey p lay 
ers welcome. Will be play int 
out of Supergoose Ri nk, cal 
Jeremy @ 912- 655- 0727 or E. 
Alley @912-826-0794. Roste 
to be complete by end of Octo 
ber. Season runs December thn 
April. 
Homework helper needed for 
6th grade girl in Richmond 
Hill. Tuesdays and Thursdays, 







ONE MONTH'S FREE RENT 
•Pricing Starting At $600.00 
•5 Minutes From Campus 
•Spacious 1 & 2 Bedroom 
Apartments 
•Swimming Pool 
Fitness Room & Sauna 
•Dishwasher -W alk In Closets 
•Available with Laundry 
Connections 
•24 hour Laundromat 




H For Rent-12506 Cranwood Dr. 
3BR, 2BA, workshop in back 
yard, fenced yard. $1,300/ 
month + deposit 
204 Brandywine Rd, upper car­
riage house apartment, $750/ 
month + $750 
security deposit, 2 BR 1 BA, 
stove, refrigerator, pets with a 
Phi Beta Sigma Information Session Tagline: upholdinging a legacy of 
brotherhood, scholarship ans service at AASU Host: Friends of Tau Beta 
Sigma chapter of Phi Beta Sigma T ype: Meetings - Club/Group Meeting 
Time and Place Date; Wednesday, October 3,2007 
Time: 12:00pm-1:15pm 
Location: Memorial College Center (MCC) University Dinning Room 
City/Town: Savannah, GA 
Contact Info Email: kristopher135@yahoo.com 
Description: If you are a talented, dedicated, and sophisticated young 
Man looking for an organization to join, Phi Beta Sigma may be the 
Fraterernity for YOU! 
If you cannot make the first information session at noon there will be 
another information session at 7:14pm on Wed.Oct. 3,2007. 
If you are unable to attend, please contact Leon Kearse at kristo-
pher135@yahoo.com for additional information. 
912-351-9091 
139 E. Montgomery crossroads 
Savannah, GA 31406 
www.surftechcomputers.com 








Starting October 14th: Two LateCHURCH services 
11:01 am (Free parking provided at Whitaker/Liberty garage) 
7:01 pm (Park anywhere your heart desires) 
At the Savannah Theatre: 222 Bull Street 
latechurch.net / 629.4724 
acer g 
sch g»« 
LG D0U." IS*? SONIC g 
ViewSonic -lit \ 
I ft V * ft t 
«ff te Pufam 
New and Used Computers and Laptops 
Networking wired and Wireless, Installations, Sales 
and Service, Repairs, Upgrades, Virus removal and much more 
Lizzie is happy-go-lucky, intelligent, extremely social, and 
loves life! She has some basic leash and obedience 
training; she walks well on a leash and know sit. She has 
been at the the Humane Society for 7 months and is 
ready to start a new life with you! 
Call 912.354.9515 
http://www.humanesodetysav.org/ 
Adoption fee of $ 125 includes the following:Temperament testing, 
Heartworm Testing, Distemper / Parvo-virus vaccination and 
Bordetella vaccinations, Heartworm prevention, General dewormerfor 
intestinal parasites, Spayed, & Microchip identification 
Free Veterinary exam, 10 day health guarantee. 
